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Design Histories and Design Studies in East Asia have been developing steadily, but
unfortunately this has not been widely recognized in the UK or in other Euroamerican
centres of this field. In this series of short articles, we would like to give a brief
overview of the notable local developments in Japan (Part 1, by Yuko Kikuchi), PRC/
Hong Kong/Taiwan (Part 2, by Wendy S. Wong) and Korea (Part 3, by Yunah Lee).
The current direction of this discipline in the Anglophone world is towards adopting
global/transnational design perspectives.1 This shift was made possible because the
Anglophone world has already accumulated data on national design histories and
the disciplines of design histories and design studies are mature. On the other hand,
in East Asia, with the exception of Japan, this discipline is just emerging and the current focus is on building nationally based design histories and the creation of empirical studies based on case studies. The authors of this series not only see in these
developments from East Asia some engagement with studies from the Anglophone
world but also identify clear discrepancies. For example, the term ‘design’ itself raises
a complex issue that is currently under investigation, reflecting post-colonial studies’
interest in cultural translation.2 It has to be remembered that the word ‘design’ in the
context of East Asia is a translation either directly from English or through double
translations: i.e. into other local languages via Japanese. As such, the idea must be
appropriated into geographically specific visual cultures and into the existing indigenous system of production. It was translated into various terminologies at various
times during the modern histories of this region, and terms such as ‘zuan’,‘ishō’,
‘sekkei’, ‘sangyō kōgei’, ‘shōgyō bijutsu’ in Japanese; ‘tuan’, ‘sheji’, ‘gongyi meishu’,
‘shiyong meishu’, ‘yingyong meishu’, ‘shangye meishu’, ‘zhuanghuang yishu’,
‘sheji yishu’ in Chinese and ‘gongye’, ‘misul gongye’, ‘doan’, ‘saenghwal misul’,
‘sanup misul’ and ‘dijain’ in Korean were applied or invented to accommodate the
approximate meaning of new concepts. In Japan, there is a consensus now that
‘zuan’ and ‘ishō’, used in the context of export and international exhibitions since
the Meiji period (1868–1912), contain the modern conceptual equivalent of ‘design’,
and the term ‘dezain’ (a transcription of the English term ‘design’) came into use in
the 1950s during the post-war Americanization of Japan. In PRC/Hong Kong/Taiwan,
owing to political and ideological differences, there was no consensus on the term
before the 1980s. After three decades of interaction in design, the term ‘sheji’ has,
however, now become an agreed-upon translation for the English word ‘design’ in
three locales. Although PRC is still using ‘sheji yishu’ as the official title of the academic
discipline in university education and still touting its long ‘gongyi’ heritage of Chinese
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Introduction

Therefore, the authors of this series face significant difficulty in writing regionally
developing ‘design histories’ in English, which itself represents another translation
process. We have decided, however, to take a pragmatic approach and use these
elusively defined translated terms for the ‘modern’ post-industrial period (mainly in
the twentieth century) in the same way that the local academics use them in their
recognition of the Euroamerican ideas of ‘design’ with post-colonial perspectives.
The authors of this series would like to focus on introducing the recent empirical
studies of design histories and design studies as part of the regional interest in making design histories. The main intention is to introduce the largely neglected key
works written by local scholars and curators in local languages, in order to understand how they approach and engage with this imported Anglophone discipline,
rather than reiterate the recent Anglophone interest in this region that, perhaps,
could be criticized for its tendency to offer an Anglophone-centric, self-reflexive
perspective that fulfils a requirement for political correctness, diversity and inclusiveness. Inevitably, some of the studies and the issues we introduce here may create
discord, but the authors believe this will contribute to a truly global framework for
this discipline.

Part 1: Japan
The background of design history and study in Japan
Japan has been leading design history and study in East Asia, because in Japan the
discipline started the earliest. There are three scholarly associations, the oldest of
which is Nihon Dezain Gakkai (The Japan Society for the Science of Design (JSSD))3
founded in 1954. As primarily an association of designers, its main interest is design
practice but its scope includes a small area of design history. The bimonthly
Dezaingaku Kenkyū (Bulletin of JSSD) and two special issues a year contain some
articles in Japanese and some in English, but it is not a bilingual journal [1]. Across
Japan as well as in Asia, this group has an extensive network of members, shared by
the International Association of Societies of Design Research and Asian Society for
the Science of Design. The second oldest is Ishō Gakkai (The Japan Society of Design
(JSD)) established in 1959, which has just published its fiftieth-year anniversary commemorative issue.4 It is based in the western region of Japan centred on Kyoto and
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civilization as the origin of Chinese modern design, designers often refer to their industry as ‘sheji’, the term that has been commonly used in Hong Kong and China. In
Korea, the term ‘gongye’, introduced through contacts with the Japanese and the
West during the 1880s, was broadly used to indicate the concept of ‘design’. During
the 1920s, the term ‘doan’ was adopted from the Japanese term ‘zuan’, which included similar notions of design. Since the 1960s, the term ‘dijain’ gradually replaced
other terms such as ‘doan’ and ‘sanup misul’, while the meaning of ‘gongye’ was
increasingly separated from that of ‘dijain’. The definitions of these terms had also
constantly changed, being dependent on two other translated foreign concepts, ‘art’
and ‘craft’. These terms are elusive, partly overlapping with the Euroamerican concepts, yet they are also different. Even the post-war American-driven commercially
oriented terms ‘dezain’ (in Japanese) or ‘dijain’ (in Korean) or ‘sheji’ (in Chinese) do
not have a clear cut definition, as ‘design’ does in Euroamerica up to the present. The
translation of the terms and the subsequent changes made in local visual cultures
and industries reflect on the emerging academic discipline of design histories and
studies in this region.

Fig 2. Dezain Riron (Journal of
the Japan Society of Design)

Museums
Though Japan is one of the world’s largest design producers, there is
no national design museum. Instead, there are some semi-governmental and private museums that archive historical design as well as
promoting contemporary design activities. As a result of Akiko Shōji’s
research, Sangyō Gijutsu Sōgō Kenkyūjo (National Institute of
Advanced Industrial Science and Technology) Tōhoku branch in Sendai
created a gallery space in 2001 to exhibit prototype design made at
the Industrial Arts Research Institute/Industrial Arts Institute (IARI/IAI),
the important first national organization of design set up in 1928 to
promote export design.7 Panasonic Kōnosuke Matsushita Museum,
which opened in 1968, is a unique company museum that only collects Panasonic products, but includes early industrial design products
from the 1910s to the present.8 Panasonic also runs the Shiodome
Museum at its Tokyo Headquarters where well-curated design exhibitions have been held since 2003.9 One of the active design exhibition
spaces is Kokusai Dezain Sentā (International Design Center (IdcN))10
in Naogya, which has a collection of American Art Deco-style design
products and has been curating design exhibitions. 21_21Design
Sight is a temporary exhibition space that recently developed in a trendy
shopping and business site, Tokyo Midtown in Roppongi. Shōwa no
Yuko Kikuchi
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Fig 1. Dezaingaku Kenkyū
(Bulletin of JSSD)

Osaka, and is currently led by Haruhiko Fujita of Osaka University. Its
journal Dezain Riron (Journal of the Japan Society of Design) has been
published annually from 1962 to 2002, and twice a year from 2003
to the present [2]. This society built a solid academic foundation for
design history and study in Japan, but unfortunately it is not well
known to the world outside Japan, owing to its inaccessibility for
English readers, who can get only a flavour of the articles from the
English abstracts. The newest but perhaps most ambitious and progressive group is Dezainshigaku Kenkyūkai (Design History Workshop
Japan (DHWJ)).5 This group was founded in 2002 by design historians who felt an urgency to internationalize design history studies in
Japan. From the outset, their journal Design History has been a bilingual publication in Japanese and English [3]. After Shūichi Nakayama,
who led the group for the first five years, two young founding members, Yasuko Suga and Toshino Iguchi, are currently pushing further
the initial aims and attracting young scholars and practitioners. They
have published extensively on current issues of design history—
modernity and national identity in the case of Britain and Hungary/
Central Europe, respectively.6 Owing to their background, group
members have close contacts with design historians in the UK and in
Eastern European countries: for example, Jonathan Woodham was
the guest speaker at the first symposium, in 2003, on design history
towards the twenty-first century, Penny Sparke for the fourth symposium in 2006 on gender and modern design, and Milanka Todić for the seventh
symposium, in 2009, on photography and propaganda [4]. Initiated by Haruhiko
Fujita, the annual conference of the International Committee of Design History and
Studies was held in Osaka in 2008, underpinned by an unprecedented cooperation
among these above-mentioned societies.

Kurashi Hakubutsukan (the Museum of Life in the Showa Era) preserves the house of Kazuko Koizumi, built in 1951 in Tokyo, to exhibit
the typical lifestyle of the ordinary city dweller of Tokyo from the 1950s
to the 1970s. Koizumi has energetically devoted her life to her scholarly work on Japanese interiors and furniture, culminating in the foundation of Kagu Dōgu Shitsunai shi Gakkai (the Japan Society for the
History of Interiors, Furniture and Tools) in 2008.11

Survey texts and major exhibitions
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Fig 3. Design History (Journal
of the Design History Workshop
Japan)

Fig 4. A Poster of
‘Photography X Propaganda
XDesign’ Symposium organized
by DHWJ, 2009
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The pioneering work of Hiroshi Kashiwagi’s Ideas of Modern Japanese
Industrial Design (1979) and Eiichi Izuhara’s Design Movement in
Japan: History of Industrial Design (1989) set the academic framework for modern Japanese design history and raised major critical issues.12 A number of important primary resources were compiled in
the 1990s. Those include Nihon Sangyō Dezain Shinkōkai’s Super
Collection—40 Years of the G-mark (1996), which is a catalogue of
product design awarded the ‘G-mark’ for good design;13 The History
of Modern Design Movements in Japan (1990) by Kōgei Zaidan (Japan
Industrial Arts Foundation) is a collection of essays by the first generation designers, educators and policymakers, reflecting on their activities.14 On the basis of these resources, design history studies, underpinned by
extensively explored case studies, have developed remarkably and many exhibitions on
modern design based on academic research have been organized. Notable examples
are Japanese Aesthetics and the Sense of Space by Sezon Museum of Art in 1990 and
1992;15 Crafts in Everyday Life in the 1950s and 1960s (1995) by Crafts Gallery,
MOMA, Tokyo;16 Formative Years of Japanese Modern Design Exhibition—The History
of Tokyo Higher School of Arts & Technology Part 1 (1996) and the subsequent Showa,
the Era of Visual Art 1930–40s Exhibition—The History of Tokyo Higher School of Arts
& Technology Part 2 (1998) by Hitoshi Mori and Matsudo shi Kyōiku
Iinkai Bijutsukan Junbishitsu;17 Craft Movements in Japan 1920s–1940s
(1996) by Hokkaidōritsu Museum of Modern Art;18 Japan Living Design
(1999) by Living Design Center Ozone19 and Evolution of Lifestyle in
Japanese Modern Design (2000) by Utsunomiya Museum of Art. Over
the last decade, more survey and critical history texts were published.20
For example, The Concise History of Japanese Modern Design (2003),
edited by Akiko Takehara and Akiko Moriyama, has become a standard
introductory text21 [5]. Essays with intercultural aspects and Japanese
design in the global context have also been compiled. Haruhiko Fujita
led the publication of The Arts and Crafts Movement and Japan (2004)
and A History of Japanese and Western Design: Exchange and Influence
(2001).22 Reflecting Fujita’s interest, these two collected essays cover
‘exchange’ and influential relations between Japan, Victorian Britain
and the West. Unfortunately, however the scope of ‘international’
was identified as comprising the West excluding Asia, which has
been a tendency among Japanese scholars who look only at
Euroamerica. On the other hand, A History of Modern Design in Japan
1860’s-1970’s (2006), edited by Kenkichi Nagata, Toyorō Hida and
Hitoshi Mori, is a heavy-weight critical survey [6].23 It has a chronological structure but each chapter contains in-depth critical essays that
address focused questions of ‘modernity’/‘Japan’/’design’ that arose

through interactions with Western modernities. This work excels in focusing on the aspect of Japan’s modernity that selectively appropriated
imported Western ideas in negotiation with Japan’s indigenous ideas.
This publication set the benchmark for a successful model of Japanese
design history, reflecting the maturing of critical design history studies
in Japan.

Current trends
Japanese design history in a global context

Fig 6. K. Nagata, T. Hida & H.
Mori (eds), Kindai Nihon
Dezainshi (A History of Modern
Design in Japan 1860’s–1970’s),
Bigaku Shuppan, Tokyo, 2006

Design history of the Japanese empire and gender analysis
Another notable development is young scholars’ interest in design history
as part of the recent rapidly developing field of colonial studies. Firstly,
Toshihiko Kishi has shed light on hitherto unknown propaganda posters,
postcards and stamps created in Japan’s puppet state Manchukuo (1932–
45), which reveal Japan’s visual representation of Manchukuo [7].29 Yuko
Kikuchi’s work on colonial Taiwan presented a complex picture of
Japanese colonization by analysing the visual culture that emerged during
the colonial time as a result of ‘refracted’ modernity [8].30 Architectural design historians such as Hiroshi Hashiya and Yasuhiko Nishizawa also made
remarkable contributions to the study of the colonial architecture of the
Yuko Kikuchi
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Fig 5. A. Takehara and A.
Moriyama (eds), Nihon no
Dezainshi (The Concise History
of Japanese Modern Design),
Bijutsu Shuppan, Tokyo, 2003

The discipline of ‘Japanese Design History’ has now built up a solid
foundation informed by new findings of primary materials and discoveries of Japanese designers and design institutions from the early twentieth century. Hitoshi Mori’s pioneering work on the Tokyo Higher
School of Arts and Technology (books mentioned above) opened our
eyes to the formative years of design education in Japan, and its counterpart research in the Kyoto context can be found in Hisao Miyajima’s
research on Kanzaburō Mukai (1890–1959), a design educator at the
Kyoto Higher School of Design.24 Anne Gossot’s extensive work on the
furniture designer Nobuo Moriya (1893–1927) and Sarah Teasley’s
work on the furniture designer Joichi Kogure (1881–1943) have been stimulating studies on ‘Japanese modernity’.25 These non-Japanese scholars’ contribution to Japanese
Design History is significant. The pioneering role of Kenkichi Tomimoto (1886–1963) in
studio pottery and modern design independent of the Mingei movement has been investigated by design historians such as Shūichi Nakayama and Saiko Yoshitake and
through major exhibitions organized by Sogō Department Art Gallery, MOMA Tokyo,
MOMA Kyoto and Matsushita Electric Shiodome Museum.26 Keiko Hashimoto’s work
on the interior and furniture designer Shirō Kuramata (1934–91) was
awarded the Ishō gakkai prize of 2008 for her analysis of Kuramata’s subjective ‘sensibility’ and design.27 Hitoshi Mori uncovered a vital role that
the furniture and interior designer Isamu Kenmochi played in developing
‘Japanese Modern’ design and the design discourse of ‘Japaneseness’.28
By sharing the global interest in domestic design, these works set the
current research trend to strengthen Japanese design history and
studies.

Japanese empire, including Manchuria, Korea and Taiwan.31 These scholars have identified ‘East Asia’ (Japan, China, Taiwan, Korea) as an
important field where we see interconnected design development and
contested modernities due to Japan’s colonization.

Fig 7. T. Kishi, Manshūkoku no
Bijual Media (Manchuria’s Graphic
Media Empire [sic.]), Yoshikawa
Kōbunkan, Tokyo, 2010
Fig 8. Y. Kikuchi (ed.),
Refracted Modernity: Visual
Culture and Identity in Colonial
Taiwan, University of Hawai’i
Press, Honolulu, 2007

Crafts
Crafts offer arguably the most interesting issues with respect to current
visual studies in Japan, indicated by the fact that a leading critical art
journal, Bijutsu Forum 21, published a special issue on ‘craft studies’ in
2009.37 Noriaki Kitazawa opens up the debate by tracing how modern
Japan constructed and institutionalized visual systems following
Euroamerica, and how that, as a consequence, caused the predicament of
‘crafts’.38 The curators of MOMA Tokyo Crafts Gallery, including Toyorō
Hida, and their successors Kenji Kaneko,39 Masanori Moroyama and
Takuya Kida, have been leading progressive object-based craft research. In
particular, in his book Concepts of Creating Form in Contemporary
Ceramics (2001), Kaneko has taken a polemic stance passionately defending a ‘Japaneseness’ in ‘craftical formation’, the term he coined for craftlike art or an art practice based on modern studio craft peculiar to Japan
[9].40 From a practitioner’s point of view, textile and fibre artist Shigeki
Fukumoto has been engaged in critical debate with other practitioners in
his edited volume Kōgei is Fascinating in the 21st Century (2003).
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Gender perspectives also advanced the colonial studies of East
Asia. An international project led by Ruri Itō, Hiroko Sakamoto and
Tani E Barlow achieved a dynamic study on representation and subjectivity in the global phenomenon of the ‘modern girl’ in the
specific context of East Asia, which experienced double cultural
colonization by Euroamerica and Japan.32 Multiple layers of political
and cultural meanings on posters, photographs and fashion
(Western style, Chinese style and Japanese style) has complicated
the debate on women’s subjectivity in the Anglo-American cases of
the ‘modern girl’. This work presents a cutting-edge approach to
design history as part of colonial studies and a cross-cultural joint
project model by scholars from the United States, Australia and East
Asian countries. In the field of fashion, orientalism and selforientalism in Japan’s fashion context have been explored
by Hiroshi Narumi as a reflection of postmodern critical fashion
studies.33 Mikiko Tsunemi excavated a modernist woman fashion
designer and reformer, Yōko Kuwasawa (1910–77), whose pre-war
modernist idea of ‘standardization’ became an influential force for developing functional uniforms with traditional beauty in Japan in the 1950s and created a context
for Japanese designers who followed, such as Kenzō Takada, Issey Miyake and other
internationally renowned designers.34 Jinno Yuki’s work on modern consumption
and design culture created by Western-style department stores presents an interesting aspect of women’s and children’s design that shares Western modernity with
the uniqueness of Japan’s situation.35 Yasuko Suga’s work on the modernist designer Kazuko Imai (1910–2001) and her design education at the Jiyū Gakuen
Institute for Art and Craft Studies in its relation to a national identity and Japonisme
may be familiar to the JDH readers.36

Fig 10. S. Inaga, Dentō Kōgei
Saikō: Kyō no Uchi to Soto
(Traditional Japanese Arts &
Crafts: A Reconsideration from
Inside and Outside Kyoto),
Shibunkaku Shuppan, Kyoto,
2007

In summary, as these recent developments demonstrate,
Japan has acquired sophistication in adopting various
methodologies of design history and study that has been
tested in Anglo-American academia. The current trend
seems to suggest its fruitful appropriation for mapping the
Japanese historical trajectory of modern design and consolidating a clearer critical framework of a ‘Japanese design
history’.
Yuko Kikuchi
University of the Arts London
E-mail: y.kikuchi@chelsea.arts.ac.uk
Yuko Kikuchi
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Fig 9. K. Kaneko, Gendai
Tōgei no Zōkei Shikō (Concepts
of Creating Form in
Contemporary Ceramics), Abe
Shuppan, Tokyo, 2001

As the title of his book, Modernity of Japanese ‘Crafts’: As a Foundation
of Fine Art and Design (2009), shows, Hitoshi Mori’s work demands recognition for an original foundation of visual culture—‘botai’ (meaning
the fecund female body) of crafts prior to the differentiation into ‘fine
art’, ‘design’ and modern crafts determined by Western modernity.41
Shigemi Inaga’s ambitious work can be compared to Glenn Adamson’s
recent publication Craft Reader (2009) [10]. This is the outcome of a
three-year joint project led by Inaga at the International Research
Center for Japanese Studies (aka Nichibunken), involving academics,
makers, policymakers, industrialists and journalists. The book comprises
thirty-six critical essays divided into eight thematic foci: ‘tradition’, ‘history’, ‘modernism’, ‘East Asia’, ‘aesthetic theory’, ‘trade’, ‘present
state’ and ‘vision for the twenty-first century’. These essays also provide case studies at the national and regional level with particular
focus on Kyoto, and these are contextualized in the bigger map of
Euroamerica and East Asia. It presents both a bird’s eye view and a
microstudy of Japan’s craft situation in the twenty-first century.42 The
proceedings of the symposium associated with this project are published in English and give a taste of this project.43 The common theme
among these major publications is the postmodern perspective on
the proper state of ‘craft’. Postmodernism operates in relativizing
Western modernity, which caused a rupture in the original state of
crafts. In this sense, the title of Kitazawa’s book Craft after the Avant-garde (2003)
could be exchanged with ‘Craft after Modernism’. Their projects are also related to
the idea of recuperating ‘tradition’—a notion that has had a strong currency over
the last hundred years, and the field of ‘crafts’ had always been the centre of this
discourse because of its ambivalent location in the modern system. Their argument
also steps into a twenty-first-century vision that sees a search for restoring a premodern Japanese visual culture to the state that existed before the rupture caused
by Western intervention, thus readjusting the current state to a more comfortable
visual culture environment, while also presenting some form of alternative vision to
offer the postmodern audience. Therefore, the craft debate in Japan presents this
multilayered complexity, by engaging with postmodern
and post-colonial perspectives while identifying a premodern
condition. It shares much with global postmodernity, but
articulates postmodernity by problematizing the intercultural
dimension of East–West with a hint of ‘the Empire strikes
back’.

If you have any comments to make in relation to this article, please go to the journal website on
http://jdh.oxfordjournals.org and access this article. There is a facility on the site for sending e-mail
responses to the editorial board and other readers.
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Writings on the design history and design studies of the Greater China region (the
People’s Republic of China (PRC), Taiwan and Hong Kong) have not emerged at this stage.
This article summarizes existing works on Chinese design history and study, giving a
brief overview of the literature written and published in English and notable
publications in Chinese. The brief review of each key publication serves as introductory
text for the subject matter. This review takes a pragmatic approach, using the term
‘sheji’ as a currently agreed-upon translation for the English word ‘design’ in the region.
Historically, in the Chinese context, ‘gongyi’ was used to refer to the skills (techniques
and technology) and art (aesthetic and philosophy) of making crafts to satisfy the
needs of everyday life, including the hereditary upper class and ordinary folks. Recently,
the Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China further removed the
component ‘yishu’ (art), with only the term ‘sheji’ (design) remaining, and made ‘yishu’
a new discipline in the Directory of Degree-granting and Personnel Training Disciplines
(Xuewei Shouyu he Rencai Peiyang Xueke Mulu) announced in March 2011. This recent
announcement signifies a new era of design education and unifies the various different
terms used in the region to refer to the English word ‘design’. Owing to the complexity
of the terminology referring to ‘design’ in the Chinese context, various Chinese terms
may appear in this article, along with reviewed literature, to provide further
background for the definitions of the term in the current Chinese context.
Keywords: China—design history literature—Hong Kong—Japan—Korea—Taiwan

Writings on the design history and design studies of the Greater China region (The
People’s Republic of China, Taiwan and Hong Kong) have not emerged yet. Although
the reasons for this dearth of writings may be complex, three distinct possibilities
should be considered.
The first is lack of foundation studies. While the concept of modern design was introduced to Qing China after the outbreak of the First Opium War (1839–42), after 1949
wars separated the unified Republican China into four entities with ideological, political,
social and economic differences.1 These separations created a negative environment
for the primary investigation of the formative years of modern Chinese design.
© The Author [2011]. Published
by Oxford University Press on
behalf of The Design History
Society. All rights reserved.

The second possible reason for the lack of design history writing is that design history has
been undervalued. Although Hong Kong and Taiwan have had their own design activities since the Second World War, research and publications by academics or institutions
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were not substantial in quantity. Neither societies nor the educational spheres believed
that the study of design history was a legitimate discipline2 or a discipline in which one
could make a living. In its short design education history, the latecomer, PRC, also valued
studio-based design education in terms of the potential for monetary return, rather than
design history programmes.3

What follows summarizes existing works on Chinese design history and study within
the above context, giving a brief overview of the literature written and published in
English and notable publications in Chinese. The brief review of each key publication
serves as introductory text for the subject matter. This review takes a pragmatic
approach, using the term ‘sheji’ as a currently agreed-upon translation for the English
word ‘design’ in the region. Since the concept of modern design was introduced to the
proud kingdom by Western powers in the mid-1800s, equivalent Chinese terms have
been evolving in different stages and locales.
Historically, in the Chinese context, ‘gongyi’ was used to refer to the skills (techniques
and technology) and art (aesthetic and philosophy) of making crafts to satisfy the needs
of everyday life, including the hereditary upper class and ordinary folks. This term can
be seen as equivalent to the English word ‘design’. The term ‘gongyi’ was diversified
after the ancient Chinese culture finally encountered newly evolved, advanced Western
technologies, and terms such as ‘zhuangshi yishu’ (decorative arts), ‘shougongyi’
(handicrafts), ‘yijang’ (yi = idea; jiang = craftsman), ‘meishu’ (art) with various prefixes
to indicate its disciplines and nature, ‘tuan’ (tu = drawing, pattern; an = case, record)
and ‘sheji’ (she = to arrange; ji = to calculate) came into use under foreign influence.
Of those terms, adaptations of ‘meishu’ and ‘tuan’ were borrowed from Japanese kanji
to refer to the modern concept of design during the Republican Era (1912–49) and
were widely used before the war in both mainland China and Taiwan. The term ‘tuan’
was incorporated into the name of the department in the first government-funded art
school, Guoli Peking Yishu Zhuanke Xuexiao (National Peking Art College, now the
China Central Academy of Fine Arts), established in 1918.4
After the war, terminology developed in different directions in the three locales. Taiwan
and Hong Kong continued using terms such as ‘meishu’ and ‘tuan’, and ‘sheji’ became
a mutually agreed-upon translation for ‘design’ from the 1960s. Under communist
rule, the term ‘gongyi meishu’ (art and craft) was adopted after 1949 in an attempt to
preserve the production of handicrafts and decorative arts. A key milestone was the
establishment of the Zhongyang Gongyi Meishu Xueyuan (Central Academy of Art &
Design, now the Academy of Art and Design at Tsinghua University) in 1956, which
marked the official endorsement of the term ‘gongyi meishu’. This term faced heated
debates after initial contact with the outside world of design and design education,
such as through Hong Kong and Taiwan, shortly after the PRC opened up to the world
in 1978. With education developments continuing, the term ‘sheji yishu’ (design arts)—
rather than ‘gongyi meishu’—was officially adopted by the Ministry of Education of the
PRC in March 1998 as the standardized name of the degree-qualifying subject.5
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The third possible problem lies in methodological challenges. PRC scholars of Chinese
design history and design studies often take into consideration Chinese civilization’s
rich history of arts and crafts and philosophy. Yet, modern design, combined with
touches of arts and crafts, technology and marketing, is arguably considered a Western
import to China. This situation has created an ambitious methodological discourse;
extensive knowledge of both Chinese and Western theories is required to investigate
modern Chinese design development and to search for a contemporary national design
identity for China.

Recently, the Ministry removed the component ‘yishu’ (art), with only the term ‘sheji’
(design) remaining, and made ‘yishu’ a new discipline in the Directory of Degreequalifying and Personnel Training Disciplines (Xuewei Shouyu he Rencai Peiyang Xueke
Mulu) announced in March 2011. This new discipline of ‘yishu xue’ (art), previously
listed under ‘wen xue’ (literary studies), now includes five subjects: ‘Art Theory’ (yishu
xue lilun), ‘Music and Dance’ (yinyue yu wudao xue), ‘Theatre, Film & Television’ (xiju yu
yingshixue), ‘Fine Arts’ (meishu xue), and ‘Design’ (sheji xue) or ‘Art’ (yishu or gong
xue).6 This recent announcement signifies a new era of design education and research
direction in the PRC and unifies the various different terms used in the region to refer
to the English word ‘design’.

Studies on the emergence of modern Chinese design
To the former Qing government, the modern design brought by the Western powers
was about advanced technology and technical skills training. During the Republican
Era, modern design education emerged from the Chinese arts and crafts tradition, with
a mixed pedagogy from Western countries and Japan. The first modern Chinese design
style was exemplified in 1930s Shanghai, the first metropolitan city in China. The
development of design education and design activities during that era progressed
closely with the modern literature and arts movement through crossover writers, artists
and educators, such as Cai Yuanpei (1868–1940), Lu Xun (1881–1936), Chen Zhifu
(1896–1962) and Lin Fengmian (1900–91).
Like those pioneers, designers—such as members of the first professional design
organization in Shanghai, China, Commercial Artists Association (Zhongguo Gongshang
Meishu Zuojia Xiehui), established in 1934—wanted modern Chinese design to reflect
the new modern China rather than focusing on Western-style imitation work.7 Because
the formative years of modern design history in China were embedded in almost all
aspects of life in modern Chinese history, primary materials are found in various sources
within the fields of modern China studies, including academic journals, such as Modern
China, The China Quarterly and The Journal of Asian Studies. Nonetheless, before 1949
design as a discipline in mainland China had a short history compared with modern
literature and other new art forms. The formative years of Chinese design were notable
for a lack of formal studies and respect. Only a handful of notable studies were dedicated to design education history and the early history of Chinese modern design.
Studies of the Development of Design Arts Education in China (Zhongguo Yishu Sheji
Jiaoyu Fazhan Licheng Yajiu) (2003), a book by Zhaoyang Yuan, who teaches at the
Nanjing University of the Arts, is the most informative and accessible study published
in Chinese.8 Adapted from his doctoral thesis, this book covers two phases of survey
studies on the development of design education in mainland China. It starts with the
late Qing period and ends with a review of design education since the Open Door
Policy was instituted. The appendix includes a chronological timeline of developments
in design arts education from 1864 to 1999. Yuan’s book not only serves as a thorough
guide for design education but also as an introductory text to the formative years of
design in China from an education perspective.9
Wendy S. Wong
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The above summary provided a very brief taxonomical background of equivalent translations of the English word ‘design’. Owing to the complexity of the terminology referring to ‘design’ in the Chinese context, however, various Chinese terms mentioned
previously may appear later in this article, along with reviewed literature, to provide
further background for the definitions of the term in the current Chinese context.

While Chinese design history discipline lacks a solid foundation, notable studies are still
available. In 2007, Yanchi Jackie Kwok of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, one of
the most active researchers in the design studies field in Hong Kong, published her book,
The Birth of Modern Design in China (Zhongguo Xiandai Sheji de Dansheng), in traditional Chinese [1].10 Her book was published in simplified Chinese for PRC readers in
2008. It is very rare for a book written by a Hong Kong-based scholar to be re-published
in simplified Chinese for the PRC market. Unfortunately, this remarkable book is not yet
published in English.

Fig 1. Y. C. J. Kwok & S. Kok,
The Birth of Modern Design in
China (Zhongguo Xiandai Sheji
de Dansheng), Joint Publishing
(HK) Co. Ltd, Hong Kong, 2007.
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The first part of Kwok’s two-part book reports on a thorough survey of the formative
years within an analytical framework summarizing the five phases of the emergence of
modern design in China before 1949. Kwok’s five phases are designated as: first,
1842–95, the introduction of the concept of ‘modern’ and of design education;
second, 1896–1918, the emergence of design professions in Chinese industrial society;
third, 1919–27, the rise of science and democracy; fourth, 1928–37, modern design

styles in China; and fifth, 1937–49, new design directions. The second part of this book
includes five case study essays analysing different design genres from each of these
phases, such as Dianshizhai Pictorial, book design, newspaper advertisements, household appliances, projections of modern life and movie set design.
Unlike other books surveying the commercial arts history during the Republican Era,
this book is highly informative and is supported with insightful analysis and in-depth
critiques. It offers original research and conducts a serious academic investigation that
advances the study of modern Chinese design history. Kwok indicates a future direction
of development for current Chinese design styles by reviewing and understanding the
‘birth of modern design in China’.

As for notable books on studies of Chinese calendar posters (Yuefenpai) from the 1910s to
the 1930s, a Taiwan publisher, Echo Magazine (Hansheng Zazhi), published Old Chinese
Calendar Posters Advertisement (Lao Yuefenpai Guanggaohua) in 1994.11 The first
volume of this book analyses and dissects visual elements found in the calendar
posters—ephemeral promotional items given to customers as gifts and very popular in
Shanghai and other cities in China between 1900 and 1937. The second volume
collects 586 calendar posters. This book project not only preserved this important but
disappearing aspect of Chinese graphic design history but also raised the public’s
interest in and awareness of the value of commercial arts from this era.
That same year, another notable book on the same topic was also published in Hong
Kong. This book was later published in English in 1996 under the title, Chinese Woman
and Modernity: Calendar Posters of the 1910s to 1930s.12 In 2004, American Chinese
scholar Ellen Johnston Liang published a book titled Selling Happiness: Calendar Posters
and Visual Culture in Early Twentieth-Century Shanghai, which provided the most
in-depth account of this genre available in English so far [2].13
Because of the popularity of this topic, more pictorial books were spun off and extended to
new genres from that era. Most of these publications were published in the PRC.
Of these publications, History of Commercial Arts from the Republican Period (Minguo
Shangye Meishu Shi) by Jiazhi Lin (2008)14 and Textile Trademarks from the Republican
Era (Minguo Fangzhipin Shangbiao) by Xuchu Zuo (2002)15 are two examples with
more substantial information.
A key survey book by Ling Qiu, entitled Brief History of the Arts of the Book (Shuji
Zhuangzheng Yishu Jianshi), published in 1984, is a pioneer work in the area of book design history.16 This book briefly reviews the history of Chinese traditional book design and
its development during the Republican Era and before 1949. In general, ancient book design history is a more respected field within design studies in the PRC than commercial
arts. The history of printing in China is also a respectable area of study, but studies on
Chinese fount design history during the Republican Era are negligible.
English readers could refer to Lynn Pan’s Shanghai Style: Art and Design Between the
Wars, published in 2008, the self-proclaimed ‘first in-depth book in any language on
Wendy S. Wong
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In addition, other publications that focused on special commercial arts topics of this era
also provided empirical materials to support the construction of a foundation for design
history and study. Those publications—some written by academics and collectors—
were mainly pictorial, with one or a few concise narrative articles. Among those topics,
calendar posters, newspaper advertising, trademark design, magazine design and book
covers were most popular.

Fig 2. (Left) E. J. Liang,
Selling Happiness: Calendar
Posters and Visual Culture in
Early Twentieth-Century
Shanghai, University of
Hawaii, Honolulu, 2004.
(Right) L. Pan, Shanghai
Style: Art and Design
Between the Wars, Joint
Publishing (HK) Co. Ltd,
Hong Kong, 2008.

Karl Gerth’s China Made: Consumer Culture and the Creation of the Nation focused on
notions of nationality in nationalized consumer culture, in the context of modern China
between the 1910s and 1930s. From the design history perspective, this book supplied
needed contextual understanding of modern industrial/product design in China.20
A previous book, published in 1990, titled Chinese Graphic Design in the Twentieth
Century, by Scott Minick and Ping Jiao, has served as the only comprehensive reference
book in English on the subject matter since its publication.21 This book traces the background of Chinese arts and crafts traditions through the Republican Era of New China,
covering the formation of the Shanghai style, arts movements during wars and the
establishment of the PRC, through 1990. With easy-to-read text and various visual
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the subject—combines a scholar’s rigorous research with an obvious delight in the
engaging personalities it introduces and the stories it tells’.17 Indeed, the chapters on
paintings, books and magazines, comics and cartoons, advertising, and architecture
and interior decoration do provide excellent contextual narratives of the Shanghai
Style. Pan’s book covers, in great length and detail, this important aspect of Chinese
design history from this period. In one chapter, Carrie Waara analyses images of
Shanghai Women represented in key pictorial magazines, in which readers can trace
information about the design history of modern Chinese publications.18 Julia Andrews’
article, while tracing the development of commercial art, also provides a good reference on Chinese graphic design history from the Republican Era.19

media ranging from posters, advertisements, magazines and book covers, readers who
demand more in-depth understanding of the landscape of Chinese design history may
need to look for more sources.
In the area of fashion design, Berg recently published two books on design from China.
Juanjuan Wu’s Chinese Fashion: From Mao to Now traced the development of fashion
from 1978 to the present in two sections exploring the themes of fashion revival
(1978–91) and the renegotiation of modern Chinese identity (1992–present).22
Christine Tsui, managing director of a local Chinese fashion brand, documented a
survey of Chinese fashion designers from three phases: the pre-liberation period,
before 1949; the fashion-forbidden period, Chairman Mao era; and the post-Mao era,
since the 1980s.23 Both books are very informative and unveiled the mysterious, forbidden fashion world of communist China that is little known to the outside world.

Story of design in different locales
Because of the First Opium War (1839–41) and the First Sino-Japanese War (1894–95),
Hong Kong became a British colony (1841–1997) and Taiwan came under Japanese
rule (1895–1945). People in these two locales were still able to travel freely between
the mainland and were able to maintain their shared cultural relationships. Because of
different ruling strategies, however, the colonizers had different degrees of influence
on the shaping of modern design in each locale.
In Taiwan, the Japanese occupiers were eager to colonize the island with assimilation
strategies and quickly installed the infrastructure for modernization in all areas of life,
including the growth of art and design education and activities. Japanese efforts on the
island made the early modern design history of Taiwan distinct from that of the mainland,
although the two locales shared a long history of common civilization and heritage.
Recording early modern design history during this Japanese colonial period of Taiwan,
two notable scholars have established a solid survey on visual communication.
Pinchang Lin is a leading figure in visual communication history and studies of Taiwan
both during the Japanese colonial period and after 1945. Together with his research
team, Lin has published numerous journal articles focusing on various media, including
Ruling Expo, local logos, matchboxes and instant noodles packaging design.26
His survey book on visual communication design history in Taiwan, published in 2003
and the first of its kind, serves as the textbook on design education.27 Tsunhsiung Yao’s
book published in 2005, titled Design Story: An Introduction to the History of Taiwanese
Wendy S. Wong
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Within the framework of Chinese costume and fashion history, the qipao (Chinese dress)
is better investigated and published in English, with works such as Wessie Ling’s study of
how Chinese women dressed in qipao were depicted in Linglong, one of the popular
weekly women’s magazines published in 1930s Shanghai. She traced how women negotiated issues such as gender equality, nationalism, everyday life, modernity, consumer
culture, progress, improvement and so on.24 Readers interested in a more extensive treatment of the historical development of this costume, from the last dynasty into the
modern era, can consult Antonia Finnane’s work published in 2008.25 In her book, she
outlined the spirited fashion scene in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, from
the late Qing period to the early modern era, in which the Chinese explored the transition from old to new in their everyday lives. Overall, writings on the emergence of modern
Chinese design are visible but only a few were published under the label ‘design history’.
Publications in English are published under the discipline of modern China studies.

Lin’s and Yao’s research focuses on visual communication history, largely during the
Japanese colonial period. Another researcher, Ching Yang, is the leading scholar on the
early history of industrial design and education in Taiwan after 1945. Her work has traced
the emergence of the first generation of locally trained Taiwanese industrial designers,
focusing the investigation on the contributions of foreign advisers in the form of American,
German and Japanese designers and design professors, throughout the 1950s to 1970s,
to provide training for local industrial design talents. Yang made available to the public
her knowledge of the history of important national design institutions, the Taiwan
Handcraft Promotion Centre, the China Productivity and Trade Centre, Metal Industrial
Development Centre and China Industrial Design and Packaging Centre. Her research
projects were funded by the National Science Council, the most prestigious funding
body in Taiwan, where she produced reports of her findings. She mapped out a detailed
outline recording Taiwan’s development from handcrafted industry to modern industrial
design for export to the USA from the 1950s to the 1970s, through the important foreign
advisers and institutes mentioned above. Unfortunately, most of her work is in Chinese,
and she has only two conference papers available to English readers.29
Industrial design development in Taiwan has its roots in craft development. Taiwan has
been a stronghold of craft and craft design, which has developed over 80 years of
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Graphic Design During Japanese Colonial Period (Sheji Benshi: Rizhi Shiqi Taiwan
Meishu Sheji Annei), offers a detailed timeline of major events that happened during
Taiwan’s 50 years of occupation [3].28

Fig 3. (Left) T. Yao, Design
Story: An Introduction to the
History of Taiwanese Graphic
Design During Japanese
Colonial Period (Sheji Benshi:
Rizhi Shiqi Taiwan Meishu
Sheji Annei), Walker Cultural,
Taipei, 2005. (Right) P. Lin,
Visual Communication
Design History in Taiwan
Period (Taiwan Jindai Shijue
Chuanda Sheji de Bianqian—
Taiwan Bentu Shejishi Yanjiu),
Quan Hau Technology
Publishing, Taipei, 2003.

history that underpin a remarkable transformation from having only colonial craft industries to being a global craft and design producer. With contributions such as those
by Yang, these historical foundations of industrial and craft design have been laid out.30

As a whole, research work on the design history of Taiwan is more established than
Hong Kong’s in both quantity and quality, and Taiwan has more universities offering
more graduate design programmes. The influence of Japanese design research methodology is strong, particularly the scientific empirical survey method, and it is common
to find Taiwanese scholars who have received their graduate degrees from Japan,
including Lin, Yang and Chuko.
Taiwan boasts a number of formally organized and reputable journals specializing in the
design discipline. Industrial Design, published by Mingchi University of Technology, was
the first formal journal of its kind; its first issue was published in December 1967 and
the journal is still published today.33 Other notable examples including Journal of Design
(Sheji Xuebao), established 1996; The Journal of Commercial Design (Shangye Shejì
Xuebao), established 1997; Journal of Design Science (Sheji Xue Yanjiu), established
1999; Chaoyang Journal of Design (Chaoyang Sheji Xuebao), established 2000, renamed Journal of Design Environment (Sheji yu Huanjin Xiaobao) in 2007; and Journal
of Design Research (Sheji Yanjiu Xuebao), established 1997. Each of these journals is
published mainly in Chinese and publishes articles by very few non-Taiwanese scholars.
Article subjects not only cover local Taiwanese topics but also investigate contemporary
design issues related to Taiwan’s long heritage of Chinese influence and theoretical
discussions on modern Chinese design philosophy. While Taiwanese design academics
have contributed greatly to the foundation of Chinese design history and study, their
contributions have largely yet to be seen and acknowledged beyond the island [4].
The edited book resulting from a conference held in Hong Kong, entitled Design and
Development in South and Southeast Asia, was the major reference marking the emergence of design history and study in the region.34 The local design history of Hong Kong
began garnering the public’s attention with an exhibition curated by Matthew Turner, a
British professor who taught at the Swire School of Design, Hong Kong Polytechnic
(now School of Design, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University), from 1982 to 1995.
This exhibit, entitled Made in Hong Kong: A History of Export Design in Hong Kong,
1900–1960, was held at the History Museum of Hong Kong in 1988, with a focus on
reviewing the history of export design in Hong Kong from 1900 to 1960.35 This exhibition and its catalogue were influential in recognizing the forgotten contributions of export design and graphic arts in the history of Hong Kong and Chinese modern design.
In his article published later in Design Issues, Turner traced the relationship of design
development in Hong Kong from mainland China, how the British colonial government
unintentionally fostered design development through trade and manufacturing, and
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Another prominent scholar, Cheng Chuko, conducted very thorough documentation and
research on the early history of Taiwan’s wooden craft industry. His two-part journal article
contributed an understanding of the history of the wooden craft industry and traced craft
history back to the island’s Qing and Japanese-occupied periods.31 In another journal article on the same topic, he outlined the development of the local wooden craft industry
after the inhabitants had discovered the use of local forests, along with imported lumber
from Japan and Western countries, from 1912 to 1926. In addition, in another article,
Chuko investigated the changes of ‘product and technology’ in the industry from 1926
to 1945.32 Chuko’s work offered design academies another perspective on the craft and
design history of Taiwan; however, his publications too are available only in Chinese.

the rise and fall of early modern Hong Kong Chinese design.36 His doctoral dissertation
examined the interactions between Chinese and Western design in Hong Kong
between 1950 and the 1960s, using well-documented archival materials for support.
Turner’s dissertation focus pointed out one of the most important roles of Hong Kong
design in Chinese design history: to bridge the gap between Western and Chinese
design, as discussed by Chinese philosophers and educators since the turn of the
twentieth century; unfortunately, discourse has been interrupted by the outbreak of
wars.37
Turner’s contribution to Hong Kong design history is significant; his investigative
approach to vernacular objects with strong local flavours moved studies in the direction
where Chinese culture meets Western design. The ephemeral nature of design artefacts
makes research of local design history challenging but, luckily, Turner’s work preserves
at least a fraction of history. Six years after the Made in Hong Kong exhibit was held,
he curated another exhibition on 1960s Hong Kong design at the Hong Kong Arts
Centre in 1994. This show, titled Hong Kong Sixties: Designing Identity, triggered a
strong response from the public since Hong Kong was getting closer to July 1997 and
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Fig 4. Industrial Design,
published by Mingchi University
of Technology, First Issue,
December 1967.

the whole society was nostalgic about the good old memories of the colonial era.38
Taking up vernacular objects as a research direction, Simon Go compiled a visually
based book on the package designs of Chinese medicines found in Hong Kong. This
book was first published in Chinese and later made available to Anglophone readers by
Princeton Architectural Press.39

Active researchers such as Yanchi Jackie Kwok and Kin Wai Michael Siu have contributed to the development of Hong Kong design studies. In addition to the completed
book on the emergence of modern design in China, Kwok has been published extensively, with credits in participatory research and design, lifestyle studies of the elderly,
urban cultural studies on East Asian cities and modern Chinese aesthetics studies.41 Her
solid theoretical background in the analysis of design-related topics established sound
academic standards in the field. Siu’s background is in engineering, product design and
education; his inquiries in this profession have appeared in various formal academic
venues.42
Hazel Clark, former head of Swire School of Design and now the Dean of the School of
Art and Design History and Theory at Parsons the New School for Design, still contributes
her expertise on Hong Kong design research since her departure from the city. In addition
to her book on the Cheongsam (a one-piece Chinese dress for women) published in
2000,43 in 2003, she served as guest editor for a special issue in Design Issues on ‘Design
in Hong Kong’. She included articles discussing the future direction of design, homes,
interior design, cultural considerations in product design and design education in Hong
Kong.44 Clark’s recent work, appearing in 2009, offered an account of cross-cultural
graphic design, image and branding of fashion since Hong Kong returned to the PRC.45
Australian design scholar Daniel Huppatz published two articles, one of which focused
on poster work by Kan Tai-keung, one of the most famous graphic designers in Hong
Kong who is best known for applying Chinese elements such as painting and antique
objects in his work.46 In his other article, published in 2005, Huppatz investigated the
branding of HSBC (designed by Henry Steiner, an Austrian-American working in Hong
Kong since 1961) and Bank of China (designed by Kan Tai-keung).47 Huppatz’s most
recent article examined the ‘nostalgia fever’ phenomenon he found in Hong Kong
design, using graphic designer Alan Chan and the up-market department store
Shanghai Tang as case studies.48 To a certain extent, this so-called ‘nostalgia fever’
should be credited to Matthew Turner for his exhibition, first held in 1988, and the
anxiety surrounding the handover to PRC. Huppatz provided critical insight into this
dominant design style in Hong Kong in the late 1980s through 1990s.
An article by Lise Skov about Hong Kong fashion designers as part of a global garment
production system verified the contribution of Hong Kong fashion and manufacturing to
the world.49 Wessie Ling investigated the latest identity search of Hong Kong fashion with
a case study using G.O.D., a local brand, to make her argument that Hong Kong consumers
are ‘blind followers’ of international brand names.50 Unlike Taiwan, Hong Kong does not
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Other academic articles on Hong Kong design history are limited. In one of the rare
examples, Wendy Siuyi Wong’s article on newspaper medicine advertisements from the
1950s and 1960s traced the visual languages and strategies used in Hong Kong. The
article provided textual analysis of the fading of Chinese elements in the advertisements and their replacement with Western-style visual approaches.40 As with other
articles focusing on Hong Kong design, because the experience of modernization in
Hong Kong was advanced compared with that on the mainland, Hong Kong can serve
as a frame of reference for the mainland’s development.

have any regular academic journals specializing in design history and study. Because empirical materials on Hong Kong subjects are usually available in English, information is more
accessible to non-Chinese scholars. As a result, journal articles on Hong Kong design are
more visible in international venues that those on Taiwanese design.
A Hong Kong Design Archive hosted by the Hong Kong Heritage Museum opened in
late 2000. The Archive collected work on graphics, products, fashion and book design,
including work dating back to the 1900s by Kwan Wai Nung, Hong Kong’s first ‘King of
Calendar Art’; Cheng Ho, the French- and German-trained designer who was the first
known Chinese designer with a design studio practice; Patrick Chung, an important
pioneer graphic designer in the 1960s; and work by most major designers in Hong Kong.
Limited access to a sample of the collection is available online in both Chinese and English.51

Another rare example of an article on graphic design in China to appear in an English
journal was provided by American-born Japanese design scholar, Catherine Jo Ishino.
In 2004, she demonstrated how video oral history can be used to document graphic
design work, by interviewing Chinese designers as a case study. She interviewed three
generations of Beijing-based designers, Yu Bingnan (b. 1933), Min Wang (b. 1956) and
Song Xiewei (b. 1963). Ishino recorded the personal experiences and opinions of these
three designers, contributing to the rapid development happening in the PRC that year,
with the first Alliance Graphique Internationale Congress ever held in China. Her work
was later transcribed and published.53
Other design-related genres unique to the socialist state of the PRC, such as propaganda posters, memorabilia of political figures and modern Chinese woodcuts, received
attention from disciplines such as modern Chinese studies and Chinese art history.54
The value of ephemeral vernacular objects, however, is usually ignored. Some of the
objects do reflect the limited materials of culture, design style and everyday life of that
time. In addition, the PRC has a history of export design with its unique Chinese
socialist style shared by many Chinese in Hong Kong, Macau and overseas.
The book Made in China: Contemporary Chinese Industrial Directory (Zhongguo Zhizao:
Zhongguo Dangdai Qinggong Ye Chanpin Tujian), by a collector and journalist in Hong
Kong, was published in 2009. It helped to reverse a record of disappearing ephemeral vernacular products manufactured in the PRC from the 1950s to 1980s, including such diverse everyday products as toys, watches, garments, radios, board games, bicycles, mirrors,
enamel products and more.55 In the PRC, the only formal topics usually recognized are by
elite academic institutions, such as the exhibition catalogue volume published by the China
Central Academy of Fine Arts in 2009. This volume covered poster design history from the
calendar posters of the 1930s to the thematic posters created in the new millennium.56
The foundation of modern design history and study in the PRC is inadequate. Because
of the political turmoil throughout the 1950s and 1960s, intellectual work was rarely
produced during this period. The most influential figure is the father of modern Chinese
architecture, Liang Sicheng (1901–74). Together with his research team, including his wife,
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As for publications on modern design history in China, the first notable journal article in
English may have been one from Chinese-trained design scholar Shou Zhi Wang. He gave
a brief overview of the Chinese modern movement in relation to design developments
from the 1840s to the late 1980s. In his review of modern design in China after 1949, he
explained how commercial design was eliminated as the economy made the transition
into a state-owned one. In terms of design development, China found itself far behind
international standards in the first decade after the Open Door Policy was instituted.52

Lin Huiyin (1904–55), he conducted scientific field studies of Chinese traditional architecture, surveying ancient traditional buildings in the 1930s and throughout the wartime. He
established the field of history of Chinese ancient architecture and had a great influence
on Chinese modern architecture. His advocacy of the preservation of the ancient walled
city of Beijing in the 1950s caused him political troubles, but he managed to live almost
through to the end of the Cultural Revolution. Fortunately, his significant work on the history of Chinese architecture was published in both Chinese and English. The MIT Press
published the English version, A Pictorial History of Chinese Architecture, in 1984 [5].57

Seeing the increasing interaction of design activities and the shared civilization heritage
between the three locales in the region, Wendy Siuyi Wong has published an overview

Fig 5. S. Liang, A Pictorial
History of Chinese Architecture:
A Study of the Development of
its Structural System and the
Evolution of its Types [Chinese
version], Joint Publishing (HK),
Hong Kong, 2001.
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With the PRC now seeing design as an important tool for economic development,
books on design are flourishing.58 Academic journals focusing on design-related topics
are not in short supply but the investigations usually fall short in both depth and extent.
The major formal arts and design journals included Journal of Decoration (Zhuanghuang)
(1958–2000) and Journal of Arts (Meishu) (1954–2000). Both journals served as excellent
informational sources, recording the country’s major events in arts and design. Usually,
PRC design history scholars will devote only up to one short paragraph to cover the
design contributions of Hong Kong and China in their writings. Hong Kong and
Taiwanese academics usually conduct their own, separate, local histories.

of the circle of separation and joining of Chinese graphic design history in Greater
China since 1979. This article, published in 2001, added the roles and contributions of
Hong Kong and Taiwan design to a macro-landscape of Chinese graphic design, rather
than a fragmented one.59 More recently, Esther Liu, a graphic designer and professor
at the School of Design, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, published a book on the
history of Chinese font design. Over a period of eight years, she interviewed twelve key
Chinese typographers in China, Taiwan and Hong Kong using the oral history research
method. This book recorded each typographer’s personal experiences designing and
producing Chinese fonts during different periods and in different locales. The information documented is extremely valuable since some of the typographers are now elderly
and hardly any empirical research has been done in this area. The book provides an
important reference for further investigation into the history of Chinese font design.60

Diversification of methodologies
Shou Zhi Wang, who is competent in writing in both English and Chinese, published
three books on world design history in Chinese between 1986 and 1987. Wang was
teaching at the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena at the time he wrote the
books, which became major textbooks for design students and were reprinted with updated information in the 2000s.61 He contributed to introducing the lost knowledge of
world design history to Chinese readers in the PRC based on the existing publications in
English. Although he did not publish any books of design history in the Chinese context,
his books are influential and demonstrate the essential role of design history in design
education. His omissions on Chinese design history were soon taken up by scholars and
many books have been published on the theme of Chinese design history.
With the blooming of design education in the PRC in the 2000s, books related to the
subject were in great demand. Although textbooks on China design history and design
studies also shared the design publication market, these volumes could never compare
to pictorial and how-to books. With a long and rich civilization heritage to consider,
writers of China design history textbooks tend to focus on arts and crafts objects that
can be traced back through 5,000 years of civilization. It is common to find design
history textbooks dedicated to listing artefacts, with their practical functions, such as
costume and textile, architecture and interior design, furniture and tools, printing and
book design and container and ceramic design from different dynasties, in chronological order. Surveys of design history from the Republican Era and the PRC are not
always included.62 Clearly, the definition of ‘design’ in China reflected in these textbooks is unlike that given by Kwok: in her book she defined design as a field imported
from the West and originating in a modern context [6].
Apart from the survey approach for ‘design history’ textbooks, scholars who have
taken a philosophical approach to reviewing the aesthetics history of arts and crafts,
include Jian Hang, professor at the Academy of Arts & Design, Tsinghua University
(former the Central Academy of Arts and Crafts). His book, titled Aesthetic History of
Chinese Arts and Crafts (Zhongguo Gongyi Meixue Shi), gives an overview of the
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Because so many design topics in each individual locale have yet to be explored, scholars and researchers continue to engage in their own areas of expertise within their
geographical focus. The numbers of PRC scholars engaging in design history and study
have increased in the past ten years, and the number of design books and textbooks is
increasing. This expansion is leading to inquiry into more topics, including a philosophical investigation of traditional crafts and their importance to contemporary design.

thought on aesthetics provided by the main philosophical schools, such as Confucianism
(Rujia), Daoism (Daojia) and Moism (Mojia), reflected in artefacts throughout different
dynasties.63 Book volumes specializing in studies of design and Chinese cultures also
have their market. Notable volumes include the series titled Auditorium of Design
(Sheji Da Jiangtang), with renowned design scholars such as Daoyi Zhang, Chunlin Qiu,
Jian Hang and Ping Xu. The objective of the book series is to advocate studies on the
understanding of art, crafts and philosophy from ancient China to contemporary
Chinese design.64 More recently, a four-volume book was published on ‘history of
Chinese traditional design’, covering topics on philosophy, aesthetics, technology and
culture. This book series provided comprehensive references in hopes of providing
needed cultural knowledge for the new generation of design students.65
There is great interest in examining how contemporary Chinese design can learn from
its strong heritage of arts and crafts traditions and philosophical thoughts. Reprints or
annotations of classic works on science and technology in ancient China are also available, such as Tiangong Kaiwu (1637) (Heavenly Creations or Chinese Technology in the
Seventeenth Century), Qiaogong Ji (The Records of Examination of Craftsman), Yíngzao
Fashi (1100) (Treatise on Architectural Methods) and Zhuanghuang Zhi (Notes on
Adornment and Mounting).66
The available publications provide more than enough know-how and synopses of what
happened in the West for readers in mainland China to catch up on missing knowledge
and make up for lost time. Most importantly, the design book-publishing industry is
now supplying a needed Chinese focus in the form of what has been missing from the
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Fig 6. Samples of design
history textbooks in China.

formative years of modern Chinese design at the turn of the twentieth century. To the
Chinese government, it is important for students to have access to what the authority
wants them to learn. Design is one of the very important elements in shaping contemporary national identity, and the Chinese government understands that very well.
To summarize, books on design history and study published in China can be categorized
into one of three directions: the survey, a chronological account of the development of design activities; the aesthetic and philosophical approach, applying traditional thoughts from
ancient China to contemporary design; and skill and technology, covering a wide range of
topics, from ‘how to design’ to classic texts on science and technology from ancient China.
It is foreseeable that design history and study in China will become more specialized and
will lead to more original research with more critical input into these main directions.

Nowadays, with easy access to design work and trend news from around the world,
the younger generation is inspired to attain a lifestyle similar to that in the developed
Western countries or Japan. Hip lifestyle magazines are the new generation’s textbooks
for design studies. A wave of energetic young designers are not restricted to one single
discipline of creative expertise. Ou Ning, a leading creative figure who works as a
graphic designer, cultural critic, artist, curator of 09SZHKB (2009 Shenzhen & Hong
Kong Bi-city Biennale of Urbanism and Architecture) and Get it Louder, and as a writer
and lecturer around the world, is an excellent example.67
Modern design in the PRC began anew with the implementation of the Open Door
Policy and has been busy catching up to world standards. With the design discipline’s
rapid development over the past 20 years, the size of the design industries in Hong
Kong and Taiwan became insignificant compared with those of the PRC, with the latter’s
designers and scholars offering volume and variety. The exhibit China Design Now, held
at the Victoria and Albert Museum in 2008, captured the essence of such developments during that period. This exhibition showcased the dreams and hopes constructed
by designers in the PRC through their design works.68 The current environment for
design development in the region is very positive. It is to be hoped that this will provide
the right conditions for the establishment of a formal discipline of study in Chinese
design history and study. Given another decade or two, the landscape of design in
mainland China will probably have changed completely.
Wendy S. Wong
E-mail: wsywong05@gmail.com
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Unlike design scholars of Hong Kong and Taiwan, who have often adopted Western
theories or Japanese research methodologies on design history and study, PRC scholars
draw upon classic Chinese texts for philosophical discourse. The strategy of using classic
Chinese texts in design research is challenging since understanding ancient texts and
philosophy in depth is difficult, especially for a young generation of design students.
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With the development of design practice in Korea during the twentieth century,
especially intense design promotions in the last decade of twentieth century, the
study of design and design research gradually established its place in Korean design practice and education. The Korean Society of Design Science (KSDS, Hanguk
dijain hakhoe), established in 1978,1 and the Korean Society of Design Culture
(KSDC, Hanguk dijain munhwa hakhoe), founded in 1997,2 have promoted and
publicized scholarly discussions on design practice and methodology through their
conferences and journals. The Korean government-funded Design Innovation
Centre programme from the end of 1990s provided design schools in Korean universities with facilities for research and development.3 Following the expansion of
design studies in Korea in quantity and quality, the desire and need to understand
the history of Korean design resulted in a number of significant exhibitions:
‘Everyday Life, Memory and History: Korean Art and Visual Culture After 1945’ in
1997; ‘Seeing Society through Campaign: Sign, Poster and Pamphlet’ in 2002;
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With the development of design practice in Korea during the 20th century, especially
intense design promotions since the last decade of 20th century, the study of design and
design research gradually established its place in Korean design practice and education.
Although Korean design history is yet to be established as an academic discipline in
Korea, there has been a notable development of research and publications on various
elements of Korean modern and contemporary design and visual culture in recent
years, little of which is known to English speaking scholars. The part 3 of this series
introduces major works on Korean design written in Korean language and discusses the
key themes that have emerged from these studies. Finally, the conclusion summarizes
the observation that was made in three parts and makes suggestions for a productive
way to connect and engage with these studies.

‘Design Culture in Korea 1910–1960’ in 2004; ‘Design
in Korea: Industry, Culture and History’ in 2005; ‘Visual
Culture and Design in Korea since the Sixties: Seeing is
Designing’ in 2008.4 The call for vigorous academic
research on design with historical and theoretical underpinning was officially expressed at the KSDS’s Annual
Conference in 2004, where the state of design history
in Korea was the subject of a special panel session.5
One outcome of the discussion was the establishment
of a Special Interest Group on Korean Design History
within the KSDS.6

Fig 1. Jong-kyun Kim, Hanguk
Dijain-sa (Korean Design
History), Mijinsa, Seoul, 2008

The emergence of design in Korea
One of the primary questions in writing Korean design history is when and where
Korean design began. Si-hwa Jeong’s, Korean Modern Design, published in 1976 is
the first book to discuss the emergence and development of design in Korea. He
concluded that design in the western sense did not appear in Korean culture until
the early 1960s.7 This view is shared by later publications: Gong-ho Choe’s two
books on modern and contemporary Korean craft8 and Jong-kyun Kim’s Korean
Design History9 [1]. They agree that the true meaning of design could not be
achieved until the 1960s because there was lack of understanding of what design
meant due to an inappropriate education system and the lack of industrial basis for
design production. On the other hand, scholars of Korean history and cultural studies agree that the notion of modernity and its material and visual expressions were
keenly debated in Korea since the end of nineteenth century with the increasing
Western contacts and, more significantly, with Japan. A concept of design was introduced to Korea in the translated term gongye (craft) from the Japanese kōgei
(craft) in 1880s and, in 1920s, the Korean term doan (design) was adopted from
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Despite these efforts, Korean design history is yet to be
established as an academic discipline in Korea. Although
history of design focusing on iconic Western designers
and design movements is taught in Korean design education, research on Korean designers and specific historical
and cultural contexts in which objects are made and
used remains at the embryonic stage. The reason for the
lack of progress is twofold. First, the relatively limited resources in terms of actual objects and documents, largely
because of the turbulent nature of Korean history, and
the scarcity of archives and museums holding designrelated materials have made the research process in
Korean design history especially slow and erratic.
Second, the association of design with industry and trade prevailed for several decades and the separation of art/creative processes and industry/scientific processes
were deeply embedded into the design education and research system. This
resulted in a lack of historical and cultural approaches to design until the end of
the twentieth century. There has been, however, a notable development of research and publications on various elements of Korean modern and contemporary
design and visual culture in recent years, little of which is known to Englishspeaking scholars. Part 3 reviews major works on Korean design written in Korean
and introduces the key themes that have emerged from these studies.

Case studies on design promotion and
education

Fig 2. Gong-ho Choe,
Saneupgwa Yesului Giroeseo:
Hanguk Geundae Gongyesaron
(At the Crossroad between
Industry and Art: Korean
Modern Craft History),
Misulmunhwa, Seoul, 2008

The role of design in promoting national industries and
trade is one of the most frequently discussed subjects in
Euro-American design study and history. Gong-ho
Choe’s At the Crossroad between Industry and Art13 [2]
uncovers how the Korean government planned to raise
the state of craft and design and modernize craft education and industrial production at the turn of the twentieth century. His investigation also reveals how the system for craft and design education and promotion was
altered and manipulated by the Japanese colonial policy governing Korea between
1910 and 1945. By meticulously examining the changes and details of the School
for Craft Skills (Gongeop-jeonseup-so, 1910–1922), the Hanseong Art Craft Produc
tion (Hanseong-misulpum-jejak-so, 1908–1910), the Iwangjik Art Craft Production
(Iwangjik-misulpum-jejak-so, 1911–1922) and Joseon Art Craft Production (Joseonmisulpum-jejak-so, 1923–37), Choe claims that Korean craft and design under the
Japanese rule, although making progress in modernization and systemization to a
certain degree, evolved with the loss or distortion of Korean tradition (skill and aesthetics) and resulted in the separation of making (craft) from ideas (design). He
asserts that this had a lasting and negative impact on the formation of Korean contemporary craft.
With the end of the Korean War in 1953, the government’s design promotion began with new economic development plans, especially with an emphasis on the
increase of exports. Kyung Won Chung, Am-jong Park and Jong-kyun Kim studied
the development of design promotion in Korea through detailed investigations into
the programmes and activities of the Korean Handicraft Demonstration Centre
(KHDC, Hanguk-gongye-sibeom-so, 1958–1959)14, the Korean Design & Packaging
Centre (KDPC, Hanguk-dijain-posang-senteo, 1970–1997), and the Korea Institute
of Industrial Design Promotion (KIDP, Hanguk-saneop-dijain-jinheung-won, 1997–).15
What is noticeable in their findings is that, thanks to scholarships and training programmes organized by these institutions, a number of Korean design students
studied design in American universities. This led to the growing influence of the
American design methodology in the Korean design education system, which in
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the Japanese term zuan (design). In her doctorate thesis
on Korean taste during the 1920s and 1930s, Boyoon
Her discusses the translation and creation of new
Korean words for modern things and concepts.10
Gong-ho Choe addresses the development of gongye
and doan in the context of the relation between Korean
and Japanese craft and design education.11 Am-jong
Park’s articles, published in 1996, survey Korean craft
and design from 1863.12 Although lacking in theoretical
framing, the close examination of his private collection of
Korean design objects provides an extremely useful empirical study on design objects and designers; extensive
details of design-related incidents and activities in
chronological order with colour images of his collection
are included.

Studies on design history in the context of everyday lives and
material culture

Fig 3. Boyoon Her, Kwon
Soon-Hyung gwa Hanguk
Hyeondae Doye (Kwon
Soon-Hyung and Korean
Contemporary Ceramics),
Mijinsa, Seoul, 2009

As mentioned in the introduction, more lively debates about the state of Korean design history were made at the KSDS’s Annual Conference in October 2004. In
September of the same year, Design Culture in Korea 1910–1960, the first Korean
design exhibition with historical curatorial intentions opened at the Hangaram Design
Museum in Seoul. The exhibition attempted ‘to interpret cultural meaning in everyday
lives’ under five sections: ‘House: City People Dreaming’, ‘Consumption: Images of
Happiness’, ‘Megamachine: Nation, War, Factory’; ‘Communication: Visual Language’;
‘Designer: Profession Designated by Institution’.20 The catalogue of the exhibition
offers valuable information, with many photographs of the exhibits and extracts from
primary sources, but completely lacks analysis of the exhibits in historical and critical
contexts [4]. Korean Design: Industry, Culture and History, a special exhibition for the
Gwangju Design Biennale in 2005, dealt with the development of Korean design
since the 1960s. The exhibition publication adopts a material cultural approach to
Korean contemporary design and explores the expression of modernity in three areas
of daily Korean life and material and visual culture: ‘Seoul Apartments: Modernity in
Everyday Life’, ‘Design in Contemporary Visual Culture’ and ‘Development of Korean
Companies and their Design’.21 The themes and subjects investigated in this exhibition were addressed further in The Visual Culture and Design in Korea Since Sixties22
and Design in Korea 02.23 Both publications cover various methodological approaches
of design history and study understood by Korean scholars.
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turn diminished the long-standing Japanese style of design teaching based on doan. Hui-kyung Shin’s research
on Korean students who studied doan or gongye at the
Teikoku Art School (currently Musashino Art University)
in Tokyo during 1930s and 1940s explores the concept
and style of doan teaching at the school and the transmission of the teaching methods into design departments established in Korea after 1945.16 Min-Su Kim
focused his research on how design education evolved
at the College of Fine Arts, Seoul National University,
since its establishment in 1946. With considerable biographical information on the teaching staff and the observation of changes in curriculum and the title of the
department from doan to yeungyong-misul (applied
art), and eventually divided into saneup-misul (industrial
art) and gongye (craft), Kim illuminates the influence
of Japanese and American design concepts and teaching methods in the development of Korean design
education.17 Boyoon Her’s excellent case study on
Soon-Hyung Kwon, Kwon Soon-Hyung and Korean
Contemporary Ceramics [3], dovetails the life and works
of Kwon with the establishment of ceramic education in
Korean art schools.18 The Korea Design Research
Institute’s publications on the lives and works of Cheolhong Min and Su-eon Bu, both designers and teachers,
highlight their role in the development of industrial design education in Korea.19

The study of these exhibitions and publications provide opportunities to academics
and the public alike to see often-neglected objects from a fresh perspective and to
question their meanings. Furthermore, being able to locate, identify and document
various objects and primary materials contributes to building a foundation for further
in-depth studies in this area. Despite positive outcomes, the weakness in critical and
historical underpinning and the scarcity of case studies based on detailed and concrete research leave much room to establish Korean design history firmly in academic
disciplines.

Key theme: Colonial modernity/modernity
One of the key themes under intense discussion is the issue of modernity in colonial
Korea. Informed by Orientalism and post-colonialism theories, a new generation of
scholars consider how Korean people experienced and viewed modernity through
new concepts and words, art and craft, fashion and advertising. The introduction
and development of gongye and doan is highlighted as a way of negotiating and
understanding modernity.30 Newly formed public space, such as exhibitions and
museums, also draws the attention of Korean art historians.31 New Woman
(Sinyeoseong), a woman dressed in Western fashion and often educated in the
newly established girls’ schools, has been the subject of much scholarly research
from various academic fields including women’s studies.32 [7] Studies on representations
Yunah Lee
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Fig 4. S. Kim and H. Park
(eds.), Sinhwaeopneun
Tansaeng, Hanguk Dijain
1910–1960 (Design Culture in
Korea 1910–1960), Hangaram
Design Museum, Seoul, 2004.

The reasons for this impetus to establish Korean design
history can be found in two places. First, designers and
design critics witnessed burgeoning interest in the
Korean colonial period (1910–1945) and the experience
of modernity through everyday lives and objects.
Historical, social and cultural research on this period has
flourished since the late 1990s, highlighting the visual
and material culture. This was popularized by Jin-song
Kim’s book, Allow Dance Halls in Seoul [5] in 1999.24
This new research trend in humanities and social science
pairs perfectly with the second dimension: a handful of
designers and design critics who came into contact with
British design history studies. It is hardly a coincidence
that Young-lan Koh, who initiated the special interest
group in Korean design history in 2004, spent three
months of her 2002 sabbatical at the Faculty of Arts,
University of Brighton, a stronghold of design history.25
It was the same year that Adrian Forty’s classic, Objects
of Desire, was published in Korean. Boyoon Her, who
translated it, was also familiar with social and cultural
history of design thanks to her study in Britain.26 Hyeonjoo Kang, who studied in Sweden, undertakes her research of design history and design study in wider social
and cultural contexts.27 Her interest in the application of
Western design history methodology to Korean design studies led to the publication of an oral history project, Korean Design History Notebook [6] in 2010.28
Min-Su Kim, who studied design theory in New York, writes about design theory
and critiques Korean contemporary design in the broadest sense covering a spectrum of subjects through the publication of the rather experimental Journal of
Design, Culture and Criticism.29

of women in visual media address complex processes
and multilayered meanings of modernity in Korea during the period and provide additional local narratives
responding to international research projects on the
‘modern girl’.33 This trend offers a fresh and more neutral perspective to the understanding of Korean colonial
modernity, which used to be emotionally bound to the
persistent negative impact of Japanese Imperialism on
the Korean society and culture.

Another key theme of Korean design history and design
studies is how to define Korean identity and authenticity. Many scholars consider this issue closely related to
the disrupted and distorted progression of Western
modernity within Korean culture through Japanese
intervention.34 The disappearance and re-creation of
Korean tradition throughout the twentieth century
raises the question of authenticity within identity.
Against the progress towards the new and the modern,
Korean tradition was considered as an obstacle to be
overcome and a regressive tendency to be put right. At
the same time, Korean tradition was cherished as a nationalist symbol thwarting Japanese colonial rule. The
modern and modernity, in this context, were debased,
corrupted and tarnished due to their inevitable connections to Japan. A disconnection between tradition and modernity resulted in confusion over the definition of authentic Korean identity in design and visual culture.
Beom Choe and Jong-kyun Kim research and critique the movements for searching
for and developing unique characteristics and identity of Korean contemporary design since the 1980s.35 Young-Hoon Kim and I discuss the stylization of Korean
traditional motifs and adoption of typical conventional Korean subjects in tourism
posters during the 1980s in the context of Orientalism.36 Arm-Jong Park studies
Korean modern posters and the development of the graphic industry in relation
with Japan and China.37 Min-Su Kim also explores the definitive Korean style of
contemporary Korean posters in a cross-cultural study of Japanese and Korean
posters.38 Minja Kim and In-Kyung Kim’s publications on Korean fashion concentrate on the expression of uniquely Korean identities in contemporary Korean
fashion.39

Fig 5. Jin-song Kim, Seoul-e
ddanseuholeul heohara:
Hyeondaeseong-ui Hyeongseong
(Allow Dance Halls in Seoul:
Making of Modernity), Hyeonsilmuhwa-yeongu (Research on
Reality and Culture), Seoul, 1999

To summarize, recent developments and publications on Korean design history and
studies demonstrate that Korean design history has been exploring various subjects
and methodologies of Western design history and study. It is still in need of a solid
foundation, such as the accumulation of objects and information and the formation of archives and empirical case studies. The opening of the Modern Design
Museum in 200840 [8] and the establishment of the College of Arts Archive41 at the
Visual Arts Institute, Seoul National University in 2010 are steps towards achieving
this goal.
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Design Histories and Design
Studies in East Asia:
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Summary of observations

Fig 6. Hyeon-joo Kang,
Hanguk Dijainsa Sucheop:
Hangukui Paul Rand, Jo
Young-Jae Reul Inteovyu Hada
(Korean Design History
Notebook: Interview with
Young-Jae Jo, Paul Rand in
Korea), Dijainpeuleoks, Seoul,
2010

1. Obstacles to the development of design
history
One of the biggest obstacles for developing design history studies is the lack of both
resources and the actual objects themselves, due to the turbulent twentieth-century histories of Korea and China. In this context, Japan, Taiwan and Hong Kong are relatively
better situated, but are still not comparable with Western centres. The major project in
East Asia—the making of a national and regional design history—is extremely difficult,
particularly in China, because of the fragmented and politically irreconcilable Republican
period in Shanghai and Manchuria under Japan, the period of occupation of Taiwan as
Republic of China under Japan and the colonial period of Hong Kong under Britain.

2. Recent rapid development of institutions
Despite the lack of resources, through a keen interest in design in East Asia, the region
has emerged as a leader in establishing various design institutions. In Japan, pre-war
institutions continue to thrive and post-war scholarly associations have been more
actively developing, although it has not yet established a central archive for design,
nor has the ultimate design museum been built. Meanwhile, Korea has been catching
up at a fast pace since the 1990s with the consolidation of professional associations
of designers and the establishment of the Hangaram Design Museum, which initiated
the development of design museums in East Asia and the Modern Design Museum.42
In September 2011, Taiwan opened a Design Museum in Taipei. The increasing number
Yunah Lee, Yuko Kikuchi and Wendy S. Wong
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This series has attempted to give a brief overview of notable
local developments in Japan (Part 1), PRC/Hong Kong/
Taiwan (Part 2) and Korea (Part 3). The starting point for all
three authors was the observation of a steady accumulation
and development of design histories and design studies
emerging from East Asia that appears to be unacknowledged and unrecognized in the Anglophone centres.
The lack of engagement presents problems that are well
beyond the scope of these three short essays, which, rather,
introduce key developments and present something of
their respective regional contexts. However, we would like
to conclude with some remarks on how a productive way
forward may be found, pointing the way to engagement
with studies that appear to be disconnected.

of new departments of visual arts in higher education is
helping to develop design histories and design studies
from a material culture perspective.

3. Colonial modernity and post-colonial
resistance

(a) National identity and ‘authenticity’
On the one hand, the issues of national identity and ‘authenticity’ have developed critical interest as a result of engagement with theories of ‘nation’, ‘identity’ and ‘tradition’
that have matured in Anglo-America, but the interest is also profoundly related to the
regional colonial and post-colonial contexts of cultures in East Asia. The enthusiasm for
the globalization of design cultures is polarized with a corresponding enthusiasm for
constructing culturally specific national design identities and discourses, as suggested
by location—in Japan’s case it is post-Europe and post-USA; in Korea it is post-Japan
and post-USA; in Taiwan it is post-Japan, post-China and post-USA; while in Hong
Kong it is post-Britain.

Fig 7. Suyu+Trans in Research
Machine (ed.), Sin-Yeoseong:
Maechero Bon Geundae
Yeoseong Pungsoksa (New
Women: Customs of Modern
Women in Media), Hankyeorye
Newspaper Company, Seoul,
2005

(b) Craft
The post-colonial consciousness in each region is also responsible for intensifying the
interest in crafts. Crafts have developed through trade and cultural exchanges with
the West up until recent times and, as such, are regarded as connected with indigenous roots. Studies on crafts have been often enmeshed with local conservative
connoisseurship, which valorizes refined aesthetic tastes. Crafts continue to be the
bedrock of national culture and occupy a highly professional domain. Even though
Japan and Korea were subjected to an overwhelming process of Americanization,
their crafts have persisted and remain a dominant professional field. Indeed, a key
part of their view of craft is as a resistance to externally imposed cultures and
values.
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As stated in the introduction, not only are the term ‘design’, its definition and its use in East Asia the result of
colonial and post-colonial interventions, but also the
framework of design histories and studies can be attributed to these interventions. They have been determined by
colonial and post-colonial histories, either as an imported discipline, or as a reaction to an imported discipline. This is a key
difference to the way Western design history and design
study developed autonomously. The remarkable development in the 1990s of East Asian design studies also seems
to be related to colonial nostalgia. Taiwan and Hong Kong
are prime examples of this development. Regional design
histories and design studies in East Asia have been entwined with colonial studies on cultures of the colonized
and the colonizers. Some of the more visible critical issues
and aspects that are characteristic of design histories and
design studies in East Asia have been identified.

(c) The material culture of everyday
Reflecting a global interest on ‘everydayness’, and led by
design historians trained in Anglophone centres, design is
capturing interest as part of visual culture and material
studies as a way of interpreting cultural meaning in
‘everyday’. It also works in constructing regionally specific
cultural history and authentic identity (as noted above).

4. Regional differences

Toward our initiatives for ‘global’
Throughout this series, the authors have gathered up-to-date information on the development in each region of East Asia in order to present, at the very least, food for thought
towards thinking about the ‘global’. Following the debate triggered by James Elkins’ initial
question ‘Is art history global?’44 in the context of design, the authors have been constantly reminded of the two key questions: (1) How can local studies engage with global
academia? (2) What kind of framework can be made for the study of East Asian design
histories that could be considered truly ‘global’? At one level, the authors have realized
that the basic issue of feasibility given the paucity of materials and objects for study in
each region is a significant obstacle. On another level, there is a lack of visibility of materials, as well as a lack of available translations of developed/developing studies in East Asia,
within the Anglophone centres. A large part of East Asia is keenly aware of the development of design histories and design studies in Anglophone centres and continues building
their national/regional frame with variations similar to the Anglophone models but with
Yunah Lee, Yuko Kikuchi and Wendy S. Wong
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Fig 8. Modern Design
Museum, brochure for the
inauguration exhibition, 2008

While Hong Kong is already an integrated model led by
British and British trained scholars, Korea is moving in the
same direction but publishes mainly in Korean language.
Japan and Taiwan present an independently centralized
model that predominantly adopts the Japanese design history methodology in which empirical facts inform research. In
turn, this contributes to the accumulation of primary sources
without much engagement of Anglophone theories. Among
these regions, China’s somewhat uneven development and
unquestionable ideologically charged progress render its case
rather distinctive. Moreover, the design history frameworks
in Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong all adopt the definition of ‘modern’ as the post-industrial period (mainly in the
twentieth century), and they all recognize its relation with the
moment of Euroamerican/Japanized Euroamerican intervention that introduced the concept of ‘design’. Thus within this
group, at least, there is a common ground for engagement in general. However, China,
equipped with its powerfully independent voice, adopts the last 5,000 years as a framework
for China’s ‘modern’ design history. This view is supported by ancient and classic philosophy
whereby it is often argued as the predecessor and origin of Western modernity43 as a reaction against a discipline of Western origin. This presents an extreme example of a difference
that hinders the possibility of engagement—a difference that at least needs to be understood by the Anglophone centres, regardless of the issue as to whether any concept of
globalization is possible under such circumstances.

some specific characteristic differences. But this is not reciprocated in Anglophone centres, and the result is asymmetrical relations. It is our contention that these exciting but
complex developments in East Asia deserve far greater attention. The authors firmly
believe in engagement and would like to work toward academic globalization by presenting the following tentative proposals.

1. Building up archival resources and objects in East Asia
through cooperation
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East Asian design history studies still have a long way to go, even though there has
been a steady development in terms of collecting documents, objects and building
archives and through the accumulation of empirical case studies. Building regional
archives is largely the responsibility of local academics and practitioners. However, significant volumes of archival materials and objects related to East Asian design histories
actually exist in Anglophone centres. For example, the documented record during the
Allied occupation of Japan and the materials relating to Korea during the Korean War
are collected in the National Archives and Records Administration in the US; similarly,
other materials and objects are archived or collected in the US and elsewhere. They do
not exist locally. Such documents could be loaned or copied to institutions in East Asia.
This would further facilitate the development of study at the Anglophone centres. An
understanding of what is required to fill the gaps in regional East Asian archives is
necessary. This understanding can be easily disseminated using modern technologies,
such as English-based internet discussion groups and association newsletters that have
global subscriptions. As a result, Anglophone centres will be better connected with
East Asia. Similarly, the location of archival material can be promoted within and
between the regions of East Asia, even though there are many political obstacles that
prevent the free flow of cultural exchange.

2. Strategic choice and focus on topic
It is necessary to strategically choose and focus on topics that develop regional
empirical research, while also making inter-regional connections, yet still engaging with
theories used in Anglophone centres—all simultaneously. The issues include the three
topics identified above (national identity and authenticity, craft as post-colonial resistance, everydayness and everyday things); the transfer and adjustment of art and craft
traditions into modern design, modern thoughts and aesthetic values that formulate
design discourses; Westernization and modernization and the formation of design
education and its nature. Among the regions, China’s case is most difficult for the
reasons already stated, but there seems to be a way in through the links that have
already made partial engagement. For example, graphic design and studies on urban
modernity in Shanghai during the Republican Period, or studies on modern material
culture in North China and Manchukuo, are the most accessible topics that have some
potential to be expanded into other areas of design.

3. Facilitation of networking of the ‘contaminated’
Anglophone scholars may not be fully aware of the challenges that scholars in East
Asia face in engaging. For most scholars and practitioners in East Asia, English is
not a language that is used for daily communication, and given their teaching and
administrative commitment, even for the scholars who were trained in Anglophone
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4. Anglophone centres’ strategic investment and support to promote
visibility: translation
The current lack of knowledge on and the visibility of contemporary East Asia in
Anglophone centres could be addressed through translation. It is beneficial for English
reading audiences to understand the basic historical facts and design contexts of
East Asia. Within Anglophone centres, translations of key work can provide a basis for
the realization of global studies that have universal foundations and enable the development of comparative studies. Translation would also make the ideas of multiple ‘differences’, ‘discord’ and ‘impenetrability’ more comprehensible. Discussion that
confronts and challenges the idea of ‘global’, while also providing materials that
deepen the desire for engagement, would be encouraged. We invite more proactive
initiatives for translation from Anglophone centres, and in this regard we welcome the
first translation project supported by the Journal of Design History.46
This series offers a glimpse of the fast developing context of design histories and design
studies in East Asia. We hope it will generate further discussion on global studies that
are truly global.
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centres, writing and participating in English is very much an optional activity which
complicates the situation. It requires extra energy, time and willingness; consequently, many scholars are reluctant toengage this extra dimension. Additionally, in
each region, there are also conservative camps with no interest in globalization, and
they comfortably insulate themselves using locally developed methodologies that
address the local audience. Increasingly, as neo-nationalism strengthens in the
emerging affluence of East Asia, scholars no longer look to Anglophone centres for
their model. However, among these strong separatists, there are handfuls of scholars in each region who believe in the importance of engagement. These people,
who are described by Inaga Shigemi as ‘contaminated’45, can be found mostly in
Japan, Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong. The Anglophone centres could facilitate the
networking initiative proactively through funding projects that engage further with
this group. The double merit for this initiative will be not only strengthening the existing connection with the Anglophone centres, but also filling the vast gap between
China and the Anglophone centres through these people’s work as interlocutors.

If you have any comments to make in relation to this article, please go to the journal website on
http://jdh.oxfordjournals.org/ and access this article. There is a facility on the site for sending
e-mail responses to the editorial board and other readers.
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